Masterpiece International is the premier shipping company for the entertainment industry.

Masterpiece can assist with your global shipping needs, and provide knowledgeable logistical support 24/7. We understand that the requirements of the entertainment industry are very unique: complex logistics and uncompromising deadlines, and Masterpiece has the depth of resources to successfully coordinate these types of shipments. Since 2009, we have assisted with shipping for the performing arts, television & film productions, and interactive installations for arenas & outdoor festivals.

SERVICES

- Expertise with the Performing Arts Industry
- Customs Brokers
- Freight Forwarders
- ATA Carnet Prep & Delivery
- Border Crossings (in & out of Canada & Mexico)
- Domestic Truck Transport
- International Transport via Air or Ocean
- Expedited Shipping Services
- 24/7 Service Available
- Cargo & Transit Insurance
- Custom Packing & Crating
- Rapid Cost Estimation

KNOWLEDGEABLE
Excellent understanding of touring practices and procedures

UNWAVERING FOCUS
Attentive to every detail from forming a shipping budget to executing the last transport

DANGEROUS GOODS SHIPPING
Experience in shipping items such as lithium ion batteries, hair and make-up elements, paints and resins for stage sets, etc.

24/7 ACCESSIBILITY
Available when your shipments are in transit — days, nights, and weekends

For more info, please reach out to us at: entertainment@masterpieceintl.com
WE HAVE EXPERIENCE SHIPPING:

- STAGE PERFORMANCES
- FILM & TV PRODUCTIONS
- BALLETs
- SPORTING EVENTS
- ORCHESTRAS
- FESTIVALS

DIVISION FOUNDED IN 2009

OUR REACH 165+ COUNTRIES

ORGANIZATIONS

- Arts Midwest
- Association of Performing Arts Presenters
- IAIA
- IELA

NOTABLE SHOWS

- Diavolo: Architecture in Motion
- Spencer’s Theater of Illusion
- Ballet Preljocaj
- Nederlands Dans Theater
- Visible Fiction
- Stage Nine Exhibit Designs

For more info, please reach out to us at: entertainment@masterpieceintl.com